Deep Creek

(updated 26/06/2014)

Such a splendid place to go fishing – pictures like this attract anglers from around the world to come and sample our
world class fishing – this stream is at risk!
The issue; below shows the original diversion bank extending off the point between the two branches. No doubt the
gravel to build the bank was pushed up from the right hand side from between the island and the bank creating the
channel there, how much other work was done in the channel to encourage flow to go down it we can only
speculate. As time has gone by the channel has got deeper as erosion to the channel bed carries the gravel away. NB
The gravel bank has been removed by hand. This issue was first raised with CSI F&G early December 2011

2006 view of the diversion area; (This view is up the other way, water flow is toward the bottom of the page, the
same willow tree is below the arrow). This view is likely to be before any interference. The area shows a large
ponding area, if I remember it correctly wasn’t very deep which is what would have controlled the amount of flow
going down the side stream.

This is the current Google earth image after the stop-bank had been removed; The pond area has shrunk, an island
has appeared as erosion has cut the channel deeper, though the straightness suggests the farmer did some work in
the channel as well – also notice how the flow in the side stream beside the ‘Google Earth’ bottom right of both
pictures has shrunk from the previous view

Overview of diversion; (Measured on Google Earth)

Drying Stretch: It is likely all flow could end up going down the diversion. This will result in a likely Drying Zone in the
current main stem extending the length of the blue line 1.39kms, some small in-flows may give a small flow.

Significant Salmon Spawning Areas (red Line);
It’s a little hard to see but on the left hand bank you can see some slight indents most likely from where redds have
been dug in the past when flows here were higher.

The pool where the diversion starts from was also used extensively, and it’s likely salmon made use of other areas
through-out the section, a close inspection may reveal older reeds in some areas, the bottom curves below the area
marked as likely to dry look a likely area.

Trout – Deep Creek contains reasonable numbers of above average size trout, there is a genuine opportunity to
catch fish up to and above 10lbs, the scenery is stunning, the water gin clear.
The red line indicates the best trout water, about 4km long, it is the epitome of the best that NZ offers, and
therefore I rate it as world class - 4 kms of top quality trout water
Below are F&G clients pictured with an 8.5lbs and 9.5lbs respectively
The diversion removes 1.76kms of this water.

Values:
I believe the diverted flow offers little, I have had a reasonable amount of correspondence with F&G over this – F&G
have also agreed with this and I quote: I also agree the mid channel offers little to anglers or fish.
The below image shows the difference between the widths of the two branches. Clearly the main stem right hand
channel is a much wider channel overall over most of its length.
Salmon appear to like those wider sections for spawning. The left hand channel receiving the diverted flow is very
narrow in comparison as well as shorter, so will be flowing faster, more confined, therefore causing more erosion to
banks, and those same conditions offer less spawning potential and fish habitat. This will only get worse as more
flow goes that way, offering even less, and causing more silt to wash down to the salmon spawning areas below.
From my guiding days there are up 12 areas likely to contain a trout in the main stem that will disappear. Compare
that to the diversion channel from which I can only ever recall having found one adult trout – in its pre diversion
state it was probably a good nursery channel so did have values with the lesser flows.

Fencing;
The fencing hasn’t been in there a long time, I can recall when the land was being worked up and put in new pasture,
at least pre 2006 from the google images, the fencing was simply put too close to the stream in several places.

It’s a little hard to see but you can make out the line where the fencing runs close to the stream;

Erosion; There are two active areas of erosion on the main stem close to the fence indicated below 2006

The second image is 2013, unfortunately the fence line isn’t clear, it does look as though both areas have enlarged a
little over the 7 year period – but hardly alarming rates of erosion. Erosion is slow on these types of streams. There
are a couple of other areas where the fence is very close, I believe erosion is less active at those points but because
of the fences proximity will likely threaten the fence at some stage.

Total stream main-stem measurement: To give a level of reference I’ve included a measure of the Main-stem from
where the tributaries meet to form the main-stem down to the Potts River, which incorporates the main water body
where stable flows allow for maximised spawning conditions. A Total of 6.51kms

Summary potential effects of diversion if all flow goes down it;
Loss of flow in Main Stem (up to 1.39km of 1.76km in the affected area) or 1.39km out of a total of 6.51km
of main stem resulting in;
Loss of salmon spawning areas 1.76km
Loss of adult trout habitat 1.76km
Loss of juvenile habitat 1.39km
Loss of a secondary channel 1.39km
Potential loss of up to 3.10 total km of productive habitat when including both the reduced values within the
diverted flow and the likely drying of the main-stem when comparing it to the pre-diversion flows
Risk of silt/sediment deposits from erosion in the diverted stem impacting on salmon spawning areas below.
Benefits: There aren’t any except the farmer may not need to move his fence!

Summary of what’s to be gained by repairing the diversion;
Returns the main stem to pre diversion flows
Reinstates all salmon spawning areas in the Main Stem
Reinstates all adult trout habitat
Reinstates all juvenile habitat
Reinstates the two channel system
No loss of productive habitat
Reduced risk of erosion causing sedimentation problems in lower salmon spawning areas as stream system
returns to normal/natural erosion events, and the diversion stem’s flow is reduced to normal reducing
erosion a long its length
Risk to farmer; he may have to move his fence.

Below is the situation last December and gives an indication of how much flow is now going down the
diversion (left Channel) I’d suggest about 2/3rds of the flow now. Every fresh will dig the channel deeper,
it’s only a matter of time. Is it really worth the risk of doing nothing?

